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Abstract: The effect of bio-stimulants such as gamavit, citrated blood and polivitam on biochemical and
hematological parameters in porcine blood plasma has been investigated in this work. Concentrations of
biochemical parameters (total protein content, albumin, alpha-globulins, beta-globulins, gamma-globulins) and
hematological parameters (the number of leukocytes, the number of erythrocytes and hemoglobin) in blood
plasma were measured. In pigs of the Don North Caucasian breed and Steppe Maturing Meat breed using
gamavit increased the number of leukocytes on 2.12 and 1.68 x 10 /l, the number of erythrocytes on 1.53 and9

1.63 x 10  /l, hemoglobin on 24.08 and 21.17 g/l, total protein content on 10.21 and 10.16 g/l and gamma-12

globulins on 3.58 and 3.59% compared with the control group, respectively. 
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INTRODUCTION Steppe Maturing Meat breed (ST) using different

It is known that due to higher rate of anabolic polivitam.
processes pigs of maturing meat breeds have an
advancing weight gain relatively to full and harmonious MATERIALS AND METHODS 
development of many regulatory and adaptation
mechanisms. Thereafter, various stress-factors cause In order to study the dynamics of interior
sudden and atypical stress responses [1,2]. The basic development indexes of sows of DM-1 and ST genotypes
method enabling an objective assessment of the level and with the introduction of bio-stimulants this research have
direction of metabolism as well as interior characteristics been carried out.
of animals and their health condition is the study of their The experimental part of the work was performed at
blood [3-5]. the Don State Agrarian University’s educational farm

On the basis of general clinical blood test one can "Donskoye". A total number of 60 heads of pigs of each
judge on the current physiological state of the animal as genotype with live weight of 20 kg were selected for this
well as forecast it subsequently [6,7]. study. Three experimental groups were formed (gamavit

With the role of biologically active substances in (I), citrated blood (II), polivitam (III)) and one control
animals’ vital activity and  productivity improvement group (physiological salt solution) (IV). Animals were
being sufficiently studied, many issues are  still  urgent selected with strict compliance of analogue principle, with
for investigation. Among them the study of ontogeny origin, age, bodyweight, gender and development taken
regularity of new types of pigs being exposed to various into account. After the equalization period the pigs were
biologically active stimulants should be noted [8-10]. injected-with drugs under study according to the
These arguments have defined the research targets such experiment scheme: intramuscularly at the base of the ear
as a comparative study of interior development indexes twice with a 15 days interval, injections were repeated in
for the Don North Caucasian breed pigs (DM-1) and 30 days thereafter.

biological stimulants such as gamavit, citrated blood,
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Animals of the first group were injected by Gamavitin Blood was taken from pigs of the four experimental
a dose of 0.1 ml / kg, the second group-by citrated blood groups. Prevost time blood was collected from the pigs’
of 0.5 ml / kg, the third group-by polivitam of 0.2 ml / kg age of 2 months, the second-of 9 months. Blood was
and the fourth group of control animals received saline of collected into EDTA-treated tubes. Concentrations of
0.1 ml / kg. biochemical parameters (total protein content, albumin,

Gamavit ("Micro-plus", Russia) is one of modern alpha-globulins, beta-globulins, gamma-globulins) in
effective drugs containing a water-soluble and blood plasma were evaluated by automatic analyzer Stat
physiologically balanced complex of 17 vitamins, 20 amino Fax 1904 Plus (USA). Hematological parameters (the
acids, microelements (iron, etc.), sodium nukleinat number of leukocytes, the number of erythrocytes and
(immunostimulant) and placenta extract (biogenic hemoglobin) were measured using hematology analyzer
stimulant). ABX PENTRA 60 C Plus (France).

Nonspecific effect of chemotherapy by citrated blood One-way ANOVA was used to calculate basic
has been successfully used for years. In addition to the statistic characteristics and significant differences among
impact of high molecular weight products resulting from the experimental and the control groups. Data presented
cleavage of the protein serum at gene therapy autolysis are given as mean and standard deviation (SD).
products of fibrin, erythrocytes and leukocytes also have Differences were compared for statistical significance at
a stimulating effect. Herewith, the hematopoiesis is largely the level P<0.01.
activated as well as phagocytic activity of neutrophils and
nonspecific immune resistance of the body [10]. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Polivitam ("FarmVit", Belarus) is a complex drug
composed of 20 synthetic amino acids, fat-soluble Blood system is one of the most mobile and
vitamins A, D3, E, B, vitamins of B1-12 group, ascorbic responsive sources of information concerning disruption
acid and vitamin PP, as well as nucleic acid components of homeostasis under various unfavorable factors
and lipid sources. influencing  the   body,   with   adaptive  or  pathological

Table 1: Effect of bio-stimulants on biochemical and hematological parameters in porcine blood plasma
Don North Caucasian breed pigs Steppe Maturing Meat breed
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The breed of pigs ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Group ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------- experimental control experimental control
The age of ----------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------
pigs, month I II III IV I II III IV

The number of leukocytes, 10 /l9

2,5 12,7±2,65 12,0±1,15 13,5±1,8 13,1±2,72 11,43±3,52 11,9±2,70 12,7±1,78 12,1±2,03
9 16,85±0,20* 16,66±0,22* 16,53±0,14* 14,73 ±0,15 16,59±0,27* 16,38±0,Ç2* 16,46±0,52* 14,91±0,24

The number of erythrocytes, 10 /l12

2,5 4,96±0,2 4,83±0,08 5,29±0,15 5,19±0,5 4,62±0,32 4,89±0,23 5,05±0,4 4,95±0,19
9 7,73±0,27* 7,27±0,21* 7,73±0,17* 6,20±0,19 7,93±0,24* 7,67±0,15* 7,26±0,26* 6,30±0,37

Hemoglobin, g/l
2,5 122,0±3,3 99,00±4,27 121,0±12,5 113,00±10,35 86,00±5,2 95,00±7,38 106,00±8,45 110,00±4,48
9 129,83±2,29* 128,58±1,44* 127,83±2,37* 105,75±0,60 129,92±2,62* 128,00±1,08* 129,33±1,28* 108,75±1,09

Total protein content, g/l
2,5 63,04±0,22 63,07±0,32 63,19±0,20 63,13±0,26 64,18±0,34 64,21±0,55 64,33±0,49 64,23±0,40
9 85,06±0,65* 82,98±0,42* 83,73±0,47* 74,85±0,26 84,78±0,83* 83,14±0,33* 85,81±0,22* 73,98±0,37

Albumin, %
2,5 40,32±0,16 40,24±0,31 40,35±0,21 40,31±0,31 40,00±0,24 40,12±0,29 40,14±0,33 40,08±0,38
9 37,65±0,39* 37,47±0,75* 37,12±0,42* 43,82±0,18 36,40±0,28* 36,62±0,26* 36,21±0,32* 43,81±0,17

Alpha-globulins, %
2,5 19,47±0,14 19,42±0,17 19,43±0,25 19,49±0,29 18,51±0,31 18,53±0,19 18,52±0,33 18,48±0,21
9 18,59±0,58* 18,87±0,41* 19,05±0,32 19,91±0,41 19,78±0,33* 19,83±0,52 19,17±0,38* 20,75±0,19

Beta-globulins,%
2,5 18,74±0,12 18,76±0,17 18,75±0,19 18,75±0,17 19,34±0,22 19,31±0,33 19,32±0,29 19,37±0,20
9 18,71±0,21 19,10±0,40 19,46±0,23 18,72±0,22 18,08±0,42 18,25±0,22 18,31±0,31 18,92±0,18

Gamma-globulins,%
2,5 21,47±0,35 21,56±0,34 21,38±0,33 21,45±0,31 22,15±0,71 22,04±0,39 22,02±0,56 22,07±0,50
9 25,05±1,24* 24,56±1,21* 24,55±0,63* 19,55±0,68 25,74±0,95* 25,30±0,67* 26,31±0,89* 16,52±0,54
* differences between experimental and control group at P<0.01
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processes developing in it [11-14]. The use of biological hemoglobin on 24.08 and 21.17 g/l, total protein content
stimulants had a positive impact on the haematological on 10.21 and 10.16 g/l and gamma-globulins on 3.58 and
and  biochemical  parameters  in  porcine  blood  plasma 3.59% compared with the control group, respectively.
[15-17].
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